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A nAturAl progression
By 1990, LiquiForce was providing its 


cleaning and inspection services to municipalities, 
industries and utility companies as well as oil 
and gas producers throughout the region. The 
natural progression was that these clients started 
asking Lewis and his team about rehabilitating 
infrastructure utilizing methods other than 
traditional dig and replace.


“We started looking all over North America and Europe for various 
potential systems. Trenchless technology wasn’t very advanced in those days; 
it was actually quite primitive,” says Lewis. “Insituform [Aegion] had brought 
their lining process to North America probably 15 years prior to that, so that 
was a good starting point, but everything else was in the very early stages, so 
there was a lot of trial and error in what we did.”


Client cities were willing to consider these new trenchless methods 
because they were looking to save money and resolve their issues with as little 
disruption to their community as possible, but getting full buy-in wasn’t always 


easy. To get past this, LiquiForce worked with its clients performing a lot of 
small pilot trials of various methods.


After selling and convincing the local engineers and town fathers that a 
potentially successful CIPP lining method was available, LiquiForce would 
perform field demonstrations. Some processes came from Europe, some from 
North America, and Lewis admits that only half of the projects and systems 
worked, some not at all and a few marginally.


“Back in those days, getting trenchless to be fully accepted like it is today 
was a long, slow and cumbersome process and sometimes we wondered if we’d 
ever get there, but persistence has paid off and we’ve finally arrived,” Lewis says.


As they celebrate their 25th anniversary in business, Lewis and his team 
have witnessed many changes in CIPP lining and trenchless technology. 
Methods, materials and processes are now proven and many options are 
available. Because of this, LiquiForce manufactures its own lining technologies 
in-house. Felt and other raw materials are purchased to create the liners,  
and chemicals are sourced from various firms to create custom blends for  
lining projects.


A shift in thinking
Lateral rehabilitation is a large component of LiquiForce’s business, and 


Lewis noticed growth in the scope of work surrounding this particular aspect 
of wastewater collection systems. Shifts in responsibility and the desire for a 
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Be PrePared
with the launch of its innovative lateral lining solution, 


liquiForce CeO Kim K. lewis and his team knew that they would 
need to be prepared for the increase in data processing and 
record keeping required to keep their growing business running 
as efficiently as their new invention.


liquiForce utilizes a complex management system, 
nicknamed the pipeline, that tracks and manages every facet 
of the company. this system makes project information and 
data seamless and transparent for customers and liquiForce 
staff alike. the system’s real-time data is available in the office, 
field and online to allow a customer to know exactly where 
things stand with a project in terms of work progress, costs and 
estimated time to completion.


every piece of data entered into the system is populated 
across multiple areas, eliminating multiple data entry and 
potential errors in cost calculations and project bidding.


“the pipeline has made liquiForce bigger than any one 
person in the company because it really allows us as a company 
to monitor all of our benchmarks. we know where we’re at, we 
know where we’re going,” says lewis. “Customers need and 
want to know more and more these days and with this system, 
we can give it to them and they really appreciate it.”
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nspecting chemical pipelines for defects is a risky business. For that reason, 
Specialized Maintenance Services Inc. (SMS) in Pasadena, Texas (a Carylon 
Company), relies heavily on its fleet of seven EX-Zone Approved pipeline  
inspection cameras made by Pearpoint/SPX.
The cameras are made mostly of brass and are equipped with Kevlar-coated 


cables that are sealed on the ends. That enables the tractor-mounted cameras 
to safely inspect hazardous environments without creating explosion-igniting 
sparks, says Darrell Martin, president of SMS, which cleans industrial pipelines 
and tanks and also provides hydroexcavating services.


“It’s extremely dangerous work,” Martin explains. “When we open a 
manhole, we first do an air reading to detect the presence of volatile organic 
compounds (VOCs). We also wear Nomex (flame retardant) suits. These 
machines have to be explosion proof. If we’re going down the line and we 
hit something and create a spark, and there still are VOCs in the line, there’s 
potential it could explode.”


Customers require SMS camera operators to obtain safe-operation certifi-
cation from the manufacturer, Martin adds.


SMS bought its first Pearpoint inspection camera and camera van about 
eight years ago. Two factors drove the decision: the company’s location on the 
Gulf Coast of Texas, amid a region dotted by hundreds of chemical plants, and 
federal clean-air regulations that required petroleum refineries to inspect pipe-
lines to ensure they’re not allowing VOCs to leak out.


“Our location is unique,” Martin points out. “We’re in southeast Texas, 
on the Gulf Coast, and there are about 400 chemical plants between Corpus 
Christi and Lake Charles, La., so we’re in the middle of a potentially huge mar-
ket. We’re not some wonder child down here with these – we just happened 
to be in the right place and have been able to market this service and keep the 
equipment working.”


After cleaning chemical lines with either water, various kinds of soaps 
or neutralizing agents (depending on what the pipelines carry), camera crews  
inspect the lines, looking for defects that might allow infiltration and exfiltration of 
VOCs. If the operator spots a defect, he stops the camera and photographs it, then 
continues the inspection. When completed, SMS provides the customer with a 
DVD of the inspection, along with pictures and a bound report, Martin says.


The Pearpoint P455 cameras are mounted on P448 steerable tractors;  


together, they cost about $85,000. That cost rises to about $150,000 with a 
camera van and all the other accessories included. While that’s a significant 
investment, it’s also a barrier to market entry for would-be competitors. As an 
expert in the field, SMS develops enough business volume to keep them busy 
and generating revenue, Martin notes.


money
machines


Opening New Markets
PearPoint camera system lets texas contractor tread on dangerous ground


By Ken WysocKy


“the upside is that they’ve opened up new markets 


to us, and they are very profitable from a billing 


standpoint. if you’re capable of keeping them 


working, they’ll eventually pay for themselves.”


Darrell martin


I
money machines   
OwNer: Specialized Maintenance Services Inc., 
 Pasadena, Texas


MachINe: Pearpoint/sPX pipeline inspection systems 
 and camera vans
 800/688-8094
 www.radiodetection.com


FuNcTION: Inspecting pipelines for defects


cOST: About $85,000 for camera and wheeled tractor;   
 $150,000 with camera van included


The Pearpoint/sPX P448 large tractor with pan/tilt/zoom camera.


“We probably have one of the largest fleets of these inspection cameras in 
North America,” he explains. “If you’re not committed to this, and don’t have 
the steady work, the cost is definitely prohibitive. You can’t make that kind of 
investment and have them sit.


“The upside is that they’ve opened up new markets to us, and they are 
very profitable from a billing standpoint,” he continues. “They’re our most 
profitable line of business, representing  a substantial percentage of our total 
volume ... if you’re capable of keeping them working, they’ll eventually pay  
for themselves.” C


ShOw uS The MONey (MachINe)
Money Machines, a feature in Cleaner, reports on innovative work 


vehicles that help contractors operate more efficiently, satisfy customers 
and earn more profit. We’d like to know about your Money Machine — 
be it a service van, camera truck, jetting rig, vacuum unit or any vehicle 
that really helps drive your business. To nominate your vehicle for a feature 
in this column, send an email to editor@cleaner.com. Tell us briefly but 
specifically what features make it a great producer. And send a picture — 
because appearance counts. We look forward to seeing your Money Machine.
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MachINe: Pearpoint/sPX pipeline inspection systems 
 and camera vans
 800/688-8094
 www.radiodetection.com


FuNcTION: Inspecting pipelines for defects


cOST: About $85,000 for camera and wheeled tractor;   
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Baldwin Filters 
plant receives 
saFety award


Baldwin Filters’ Go-
thenburg plant received the 
Safety Spirit Award for 2011 
from the Nebraska Safety 
Council. The award is based 
on training activities, safety 
committee activities, sustainability and current year statistics. Baldwin Filters, 
a CLARCOR company, produces 6,000 lube, air, fuel, hydraulic, coolant and 
transmission filtration products.


lechler puBlishes spray product catalog
The Lechler Catalog 500 features spray products and accessories as well as 


information on spray system design, material options, conversion tables, prod-
uct differentiation and a new section on lances and nozzle headers. The catalog 
can be downloaded at www.lechlerusa.com.


aqua Blast marks 50th anniversary
Aqua Blast celebrates its 50th anniversary this year. The maker of pressure 


washing machines was founded by Paul Gerber in February 1962. Located in 
Bluffton, Ind., Gerber sold the company to Phil Kaehr in 1984. Former employ-
ees Bob Heyerly and David Tumbleson acquired the company in 1985, with 
Heyerly, upon his retirement, selling his portion of the business to Tumbleson 
in 2008.


guardair acquires allen gasket
Guardair, manufacturer of tools and accessories for the industrial mainte-


nance, repair and operations market, acquired Allen Gasket Cutting Machine 
Co. of New Bedford, Mass. Allen will be absorbed into the Allpax Gasket Cutter 
Systems Division of Guardair’s Chicopee, Mass., headquarters.


rs lining systems receives nsF-61 certiFication
The RS BlueLine cured-in-place pipe (CIPP) system for pressure pipe 


rehabilitation received certification to NSF/ANSI 61: Drinking Water System 
Components-Health Effects by NSF International. RS BlueLine is installed by 
Inland Pipe Rehabilitation (IPR) and approved for the renewal of all municipal 
pressure pipe systems, including drinking water mains, transmission lines and 
force mains.


rapidview team completes triathlon
RapidView team members completed the June Manitou Monster Triathlon 


in Rochester, Ind. The event included a 400-meter swim, 13-mile bike ride 
and 5K run. Twelve employees and family members participated as part of the 
company’s ongoing program to encourage fitness and exercise. C


INdustry
News


It’s black and white.
In every issue of Municipal Sewer & Water, you’ll read all about  
sanitary sewer, stormwater  and water system professionals. You’ll discover:


 n Who are the innovators in system repair and maintenance 
 n How they make sound decisions that improve service and save money
 n What tools and technologies drive efficiency and performance  
 n Where to go to find the latest equipment and advice


No gray area here. 


Municipal Sewer & Water has it all. And it’s FREE.


Start your subscription today at mswmag.com 
or call 800-257-7222.














































